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An Integrated Model of Designing
Current design models and frameworks describe various overlapping fragments of de-
signing. However, little effort exists in consolidating these fragments into an integrated
model. We propose a model of designing that integrates product and process facets of
designing by combining activities, outcomes, requirements, and solutions. Validation of
the model using video protocols of design sessions demonstrates that all the constructs
are used naturally by designers but often not to the expected level, which hinders the
variety and resulting novelty of the concepts developed in these sessions. To resolve this,
a prescriptive framework for supporting design for variety and novelty is proposed and
plans for its implementation are created. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3467011�
Introduction
Designing is a process that spans from the identification of a

eed to the development of solutions to satisfy the need. Design-
ng involves multiple facets: product, process, people, methods,
ools, organization, microeconomy, and macroeconomy �1� and is
omplex due to interactions within and among these facets.

The overall aim of design research is to improve the chances of
roducing a successful product by making designing more effec-
ive and efficient by developing knowledge in various forms �2�.
his aim can be realized by �a� formulating and validating an
nderstanding of the current designing in the form of models and
heories and �b� developing and validating support in the form of
rameworks, guidelines, methods, and tools founded on the cur-
ent understanding, in order to improve the current designing.
ince designing requires knowledge of its facets, design models
nd frameworks should take into account the knowledge needs of
hese facets.

The current literature contains various design models and
rameworks, a majority of this deal with the process or product
acet. However, a review of the models and the frameworks �see
ec. 4� reveals a lack of shared understanding across these models
s to how designing takes place. Each model focuses on some
fragment� of these facets and often uses different constructs to
epresent the same product or process element �3�. Currently, little
ffort has been taken to consolidate these different fragments into
n integrated model of designing. The overall objectives of this
aper are the following:

�a� Develop an integrated model of designing that combines
significant product and process elements identified from
literature.

�b� Evaluate the model by checking whether all its elements
are present in current design sessions.

�c� Propose a framework based on the model to be supported
on an interactive platform.

Motivations

2.1 Conceptual Design. Pahl and Beitz �4� defined concep-
ual design as a phase in which solution principles are developed.
rench �5� distinguished conceptual design from the other design
hases in terms of its greater fluidity and flexibility, thus, offering
aximum scope for striking improvements. Pahl and Beitz �4�

rgued that a lasting and a successful solution is more likely to
pring from a choice of solution principles than from an exagger-
ted concentration on technical details. Berliner and Brimson �6�
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argued that on average, about 80% of a product’s cost over its life
cycle is committed during conceptual design. At this early phase,
usually only conceptual sketches and rough schematics with little
additional information are available; yet, nearly all the important
decisions have to be made during the phase �7�.

2.2 Activities. The engineering design is viewed as human
problem solving �8,9�. However, designing involves both problem
finding and problem solving �10�. An activity in designing is de-
fined here as a deed of problem finding and problem solving and,
therefore, is a type of process facet. Activities in designing play a
significant role in the success of the end product and successful
products can be developed if activities in the early phases of de-
signing can be executed proficiently �11�. It is, therefore, impor-
tant to identify the significant activities in designing. Several re-
searchers used activities in designing. For instance, Stauffer and
Ullman �12� proposed generate, evaluate, and decide and Blessing
�8� proposed generate, evaluate, and select, etc.

2.3 Outcomes. During designing, designs evolve through
multiple levels of abstraction, each level provides a particular de-
scription of the design where descriptions at higher levels of ab-
straction provide greater flexibility in the interpretation of the de-
sign by committing less to its details. An outcome is defined here
as a property of a design at an abstraction level and, therefore, is
a type of product facet. Therefore, outcomes exist at different
levels of abstraction. As designing progresses, the abstraction re-
duces and the outcomes become more detailed. Nidamarthi and
coworkers in �13,14� stressed the importance of capturing out-
comes since these influence fulfillment and satisfaction of require-
ments. Researchers proposed outcomes at various abstraction lev-
els. For example, Blessing �8� proposed problem, requirements,
functions, concept design, and detailed design and Gero �15� pro-
posed functions, expected behavior, actual behavior, structure, de-
sign description, etc.

2.3.1 Physical Laws and Effects. Physical laws and effects are
principles of nature that govern change �16�. A physical law, in its
widest sense, represents the functional connection between vari-
ables, geometric parameters, material constants, and basic con-
stants �17�. Natural laws �comprising physical laws and effects�
provide important information for supporting invention and devel-
opment of artifacts �18�. Zavbi and Duhovnik �17� argued that if
operation of existing technical systems can be explained using
physical laws, then, these can also be used to design technical
systems. They considered physical laws as the basic and richest
source for designing. Designing using physical laws prevents a
designer’s fixation on adaptations of the existing solutions or com-
position of solutions from the existing components �19� and pro-
vides greater ability to innovate �19,20�. A conceptual solution can
be described as a causal network of physical effects �21�. How-

ever, synthesizing artifacts directly from physical effects is hard
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ince effects have been created and described by scientists prima-
ily for explanation of phenomena rather than for synthesizing
rtifacts that embody these phenomena �20�.

2.4 Requirements and Solutions. Chakrabarti et al. �22� de-
ned a requirement as a characteristic, which a designer is ex-
ected to fulfill through the eventual design. In designing, there
an be requirements on product, process, people, tools, organiza-
ion, and environment �i.e., facets of designing�, only require-

ents related to product are addressed in this paper. Since designs
o through several levels of abstraction during designing, each
evel can have its own requirements. A requirement is defined here
s an expression of what a design should have at an abstraction
evel and is a type of product facet. A design process is initiated
ith the recognition of a need, leading to the establishment of

equirements for the intended product �4�. Therefore, capturing
equirements becomes essential and should be a central issue in
esign research �23�. Several researchers used requirements as an
lement in designing, e.g., specifications �4�, requirements �13�,
tc.

A solution is defined here as a means to satisfy requirements
nd is, therefore, a type of product facet. As pointed before, de-
igns proceed through several levels of abstraction during design-
ng. This indicates that a solution can exist at various abstraction
evels. Cooper �11� measured the success of a product in terms of
ow well it satisfied its requirements and found that profitable
roducts satisfied the end user needs better than its competitors.
idamarthi et al. �13� considered requirements satisfaction as a

uccess criterion for its necessity in achieving customer needs.
everal researchers proposed solutions as an element in designing:
ross �24� used subsolutions and overall solution and Nidamarthi
t al. �13� used solutions, etc.

2.5 Summary and Specific Objectives. From the above, the
pecific objectives for this paper are formulated as follows:

�a� Develop an integrated model of designing that combines
the significant elements of process-facet �activities� and
product-facets �outcomes—e.g., physical laws/effects, re-
quirements, and solutions�.

�b� Evaluate the model by testing if it can be used to describe
design sessions reflecting current practice.

�c� Propose a framework for designing to be supported on an
interactive platform, based on the integrated model and
observations from the evaluation.

Research Approach
The following approach is adopted for the specific objectives of

his paper.

�a� Identification of activities, outcomes, requirements, and
solutions: Current literature on designing is investigated
to identify the various types of activity, outcome, require-
ment, and solution from which the significant activities,
outcomes, requirements, and solutions are determined.

�b� Development of activity, outcome, requirement-solution,
and integrated models of designing: The significant ac-
tivities, outcomes, requirements, and solutions are put to-
gether to, respectively, develop models of activity, out-
come, and requirement-solution. These individual models
are combined to create an integrated model of designing.

�c� Evaluation of activity, outcome, and requirement-solution
models of designing: The models of activity, outcome,
and requirement solution are evaluated to check if they
are inherently used in current designing where the model
is not explicitly asked to be followed. Existing video pro-
tocols of design sessions from an earlier study �25�,
which were undertaken before the models are developed,
are used for the evaluation. Each design session involved
a team T1 or T2 having three designers each �with under-

graduate in mechanical or architecture and masters in
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product design, T1 had an experienced designer—the rest
were novice designers�, solved a design problem P1 �de-
velop conceptual solutions for an efficient means of keep-
ing the university campus free from dry leaves� or P2
�develop conceptual solutions for a lock that does not
require any physical key or numbers to remember�, under
laboratory settings using a method M1, M2, or M3 �Table
1�. Overall, six designing sessions were used �Table
1—the number within the square bracket in each cell de-
notes the session number� for this evaluation. The design-
ers were instructed to follow a discuss-cum-think aloud
protocol, they were provided paper and stationery for
documentation. Each design session was assisted by a
researcher to clarify any queries the team had while solv-
ing the problem. The problems were solved back-to-back
and discussions among the teams were not allowed. Even
though the same team solved the same problem twice
using different methods, this is not an issue for the ob-
jective of this research—the focus is on the degree of
generality in problem solving across design sessions. De-
sign sessions with problems solved using methods are
used because rarely are design problems solved without
methods and a general model should provide a basis for
designing, both with and without methods. The video ses-
sions are transcribed to include details of the speakers’
identity, utterances, hand motions, etc. The transcriptions
are coded using the definition of the identified activities,
outcomes, requirements, and solutions and analyzed to
identify and explain not only the constructs but also the
various composite aspects such as synthesis and analysis.
A two-way mapping is used for the protocol studies to
check if all: �i� instances in the transcription could be
represented using the constructs of the model and �ii�
constructs of the model have instances in the
transcription.

4 Identification of Activities, Outcomes, Require-
ments, and Solutions

The current descriptive and prescriptive literature on designing
are reviewed to identify the different kinds of activity, outcome,
requirement, and solution. The following general observations are
made.

�a� The reviewed literature addressed activities, outcomes,
requirements, and solutions either individually �e.g.,
Miller et al. �26� addressed only activities, Bhatta and
Goel �27� addressed only outcomes, etc.� or in combina-
tions �e.g., Stauffer and Ullman �12� addressed activities,
requirements, and solutions and Pahl and Beitz �4� ad-
dressed activities, outcomes, requirements, solutions,
etc.�. No literature addressed activities, outcomes, re-
quirements, and solutions and also made an explicit dis-
tinction between them �e.g., domain theory �28� ad-
dressed only outcomes but did not make a distinction
between requirements and solutions�.

�b� Activities are performed on outcomes, requirements, and
solutions. For instance, Stauffer and Ullman �12� per-
formed activities on requirements and solutions and

Table 1 Designing sessions

T1 T2

M1 �functional analysis� P1 �1� P2 �2�
M2 �ideal design approach� P2 �3� P1 �4�
M3 �innovation situation questionnaire� P1 �5� P2 �6�
Blessing �8� performed activities on outcomes, etc.
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�c� In designing, outcomes evolved as requirements and so-
lutions. For example, in the approach of Chakrabarti et al.
�21�, function and solution principles can be considered
under requirements and solutions, respectively; in the ap-
proach of Pahl and Beitz �4�, specifications can be con-
sidered as requirements and solution principles, function
structures, layouts, etc., as solutions.

�d� Multiple levels of activity and outcome are identified. For
instance, Stauffer and Ullman �12� classified activities
into two levels: category and operator where each activ-
ity at the category level constitutes some activities at the
operator level �12�; generate, evaluate, and decide are
taken as activities at the category level and select, create,
simulate, compare, calculate, accept, reject, suspend, re-
fine, and patch are taken as activities at the operator level.
Lossack �29� proposed outcomes at various levels: re-
quirement, functions, physical principle, and
embodiments.

The following are the observations on activities based on the
iterature survey �see Table 2 for a comprehensive list of activities
roposed in literature, secondary level activities are represented
ithin brackets following the primary level activity to which they
elong�.

�a� Different researchers sometimes used different words to
mean the same activity. For instance, to mean generate,
Stauffer and Ullman �12� used create and Blessing �8�,
Chakrabarti et al. �21�, and Cross �30� used generate.
Nidamarthi �14� used identify and generate and within
identify and generate used perceive, infer and modify,
create, and modify and detail, respectively, and Visser
�31� used develop �evocate and elaborate�, etc.

�b� Different researchers sometimes used the same word to
mean different activities. For instance, Stauffer and Ull-
man �12� used select as a form of generate whereas
Nidamarthi �14�, used generate and select as separate en-
tities. Nidamarthi �14� used modify as a form of generate
whereas Stauffer and Ullman �12�, used refine and patch
�different forms of modify� as a form of decide, Chakra-
barti et al. �21� used modify as a separate activity.

�c� Not all activities are explicitly mentioned in a model or
framework. For example in Ref. �5�, at the end of con-
ceptual design, some schemes are selected. French �5�
mentioned that evaluation is present in all the stages but
did not mention similar presence of generation or devel-
opment of schemes. It can be argued that without their
generation or development, these schemes cannot be
evaluated.

�d� The presence of feedback arrows could mean rejection of
current outcomes followed by generation of alternative
outcomes at the same level of abstraction or rejection of
current outcomes followed by modification of outcomes
at the immediate higher level of abstraction �from which
the current outcome was generated�. Feedback was used
in Refs. �4,5,32�.

�e� Points �a� and �b� indicate a lack of shared understanding,
as pointed by Chakrabarti et al. �3�, who argued that re-
searchers often use different terms to mean the same
thing and the same term to mean different things. An
approach to alleviate this issue would be to develop a set
of generic activities. We propose four generic activities in
this paper: generate—an activity that brings an outcome
into an episode, evaluate—an activity that judges the
quality, importance, amount or value of an outcome in an
episode, modify—an activity that changes an outcome in
an episode, and select—an activity that decides an out-
come as acceptable or unacceptable in an episode; an
episode is defined as an event in designing that involves

an exploration of an outcome. Note that select takes into
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account both acceptance and nonacceptance. Using these
generic activities, most of the activities identified in ex-
isting literature can be classified, see Table 2. An addi-
tional category—others, is included to categorize those
activities that cannot be classified using this generic set.

�f� Explore �meaning “to search and discover” �33��, used in
Ref. �30�, can be explained as a sequence of generate,
evaluate, modify, and select and �ii� communicate �30,34�
is not a part of problem solving but succeeds it. Guide, as
used in Ref. �35�, is not necessarily a characteristic of
general problem solving because it may bias the solutions
in a specific manner. Represent in Ref. �34� may be con-
sidered as a part of generation. In Ref. �36�, �i� justify can
be seen as a combination of evaluate and select and �ii�
solve can be seen as a sequence of generate, evaluate,
modify, and select.

The following outcomes are proposed in current literature:
problem, requirement, function, concept design, and detailed de-
sign �8�, function �as input-output� and solution principle �using
physical laws and effects� �21�, problem, selected schemes, ar-
rangement drawings, and working drawings �5�, process �input-
output�, function, organ, and part �as sketched layouts, dimen-
sional layouts, detailed part drawings, etc.� �34�, transformation
�input-output�, organ �wirk-elements�, and part �as parts and as-
sembly relations� �28�, function, expected behavior, structure, ac-
tual behavior, and design description �15�, structure �as compo-
nents and relationships�, behavior �using state and active
functions�, and function �as input state to output state� �27�, func-
tion and attribute �37�, needs, desires, requirements, problem, so-
lution, design documentation and rational recovery statements,
and design presentation �36�, action, state change, phenomenon,
effect, input, organs, and parts �16�, function and means �38�,
specification, function structure, principal solution, module struc-
ture, preliminary layouts, definitive layouts, and product docu-
ments �32�, specifications, principle solution, preliminary layout,
definitive layout, and product documentation �4�, requirement,
functions, physical principle, and embodiments �29�, need, speci-
fication, function structure, principal solution, structure, prelimi-
nary form, definite form, and product �7�, functions, physical
laws, basic schemata, and structure �17,39�. The following are the
observations on outcomes:

�a� Outcomes are addressed at various levels of abstraction.
�b� Only the following researchers explicitly use laws and

effects while addressing conceptual design: Chakrabarti
et al. �16,21�, Zavbi and Duhovnik �17�, Lossack �29�,
and Rihtarsic et al. �38�.

�c� The SAPPhIRE �State change, Action, Parts, Phenom-
enon, Input, oRgans, Effect� model �16� is investigated in
more detail for reasons that follow. SAPPhIRE �Fig. 1� is
a model of outcomes, developed to explain the causality
of natural and engineered systems. The constructs of the
model have been integrated from theory of technical sys-
tems �34�, domain theory �28�, metamodel �40�, and
function-behavior-state model �41�. The definition of the
constructs is as follows: phenomenon—an interaction be-
tween a system and its environment, state change—a
property of a system and its environment involved in an
interaction and changes during an interaction, effect—a
principle of nature that governs an interaction and com-
prises both physical laws and effects, action—an abstract
description or high-level interpretation of an interaction,
input—a physical quantity of the form of material, en-
ergy, or information that comes from outside the system
boundary and is essential for an interaction, organs—the
properties and conditions of a system and its environment
that are required for an interaction, and parts—the physi-
cal components and interfaces that constitute the system

and its environment. The model is explained as follows:
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components and interfaces of a system and its environ-
ment �parts� create properties and conditions �organs�.
When the system and its environment are not in equilib-
rium, there is transfer of a physical quantity in the form
of material, energy, or signal �input� across the system

Table 2 Classificatio

iterature Generate Evaluate

12� Generate �select
and create�

Evaluate
�simulate,
compare,
and calculate�

8� Generate Evaluate

21� Generate Evaluate

14� Identify
�perceive
and infer�,
generate �create
and detail�,
and select
�identify�

Analyze
�question,
verify, weigh,
relate, and visualize�,
evaluate �identify,
question,
relate, and verify�,
and select
�compare�

30� Explore and generate explore and evaluate

26� Test

31� Construct
and develop
�evocate and
elaborate�

Evaluate

35� Formulate
and generate

Evaluate

34� State, search,
and prepare

Evaluate, verify,
and check

5� Evaluate

15� Formulate
and synthesize

analyze
and evaluate

36� Generate,
form,
synthesize,
specify, and solve

Justify, analyze,
assess, evaluate,
and solve

32� Define,
determine,
search, develop,
and prepare

Clarify, analyze,
and evaluate

4� Plan and clarify
�find, formulate,
elaborate, and adapt�,
develop �establish,
search, combine,
and firm�,
define �prepare�,
and prepare
�elaborate and complete�

Plan and clarify
�analyze and clarify�,
develop �identify�,
evaluate, calculate,
define �check�,
define �check�,
and prepare �check�

29� Define, find,
and describe

Evaluate

7� Generate,
synthesize,
and shape
boundary. This quantity with relevant properties and con-

31013-4 / Vol. 10, SEPTEMBER 2010
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ditions together activate a principle �effect�, which is re-
sponsible for an interaction �phenomenon� between the
system and its environment. This interaction changes
some property of the system and its environment �state
change�, which can be interpreted at a higher level of

nto generic activities

Modify Select Others

ide �refine
patch�

Decide �accept,
reject, and suspend�

Select

dify

ntify
dify�
generate
dify�

Choose �decide�
and select �decide�

lore Explore Communicate

erate Exit

Accept
and reject

Guide

Decide Communicate
and represent

ormulate Document

ise and solve Justify and solve

Divide and complete

elop
grade and improve�,
ne �refine
improve�,

ne �upgrade
improve�,
prepare

grade and improve�

Plan and clarify
�select� and define
�eliminate�

Select

pe Select
n i

Dec
and

Mo

Ide
�mo
and
�mo

Exp

Op

Ref

Rev

Dev
�up
defi
and
defi
and
and
�up

Sha
abstraction �action�.
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The following are the observations on requirements and solu-
ions �see Table 3 for the kinds of requirement and solution pro-
osed in literature�.

�a� Researchers used different terms to express requirements,
probably to refer to requirements at different abstraction
levels. For instance, requirements from customers are ex-
pressed as needs, which are refined by designers into a
problem with an objective function and constraints, and
used in designing as a list of specifications or require-
ments. In this paper, all forms of requirements are gener-
ally taken as requirements. Solutions are also addressed
at different abstraction levels. See Table 3 for the list of
generic requirements and solutions.

�b� Separating requirements and solutions is debatable be-
cause solutions at higher abstraction levels become re-
quirements for developing solutions at lower abstraction
levels.

Fig. 1 SAPPhIRE model of causality †16‡

Table 3 Classification into ge

iterature Requirements

12� Constraint
8� Proposals of problem and requirements
21� Function
3� and �42� Requirement
30� Problem—goals, constraints, and criteria
31� Problem
35� Problem
34� Problem
5� Need and problem statement
34� Process
28� Transformation
37� Functions
36� Needs, desires, requirements, and problem
38� Functions
24� Overall problem and subproblems
43� Problem
32� Specification

4� Specifications

29� Problem
7� Need and specification
ournal of Computing and Information Science in Enginee
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�c� Solutions are generated from requirements and are modi-
fied to comply with the requirements and vice-versa. This
leads to a continuous updating of the list of requirements
and solutions during designing—co-evolution of require-
ments and solutions. A number of researchers �Table 3�
reported the occurrence of co-evolution of requirements
and solutions during designing.

5 Development of an Integrated Model of Designing
Table 2 suggests that most of the activities proposed in litera-

ture can be mapped into the generic activities. This indicates that
the generic activities may be present and sufficient to describe
designing. The generic activities together comprise the generate-
evaluate-modify-select �GEMS� cycle �Fig. 2� for an episode.
Generation brings a design outcome into an episode. This is fol-
lowed by evaluation of the outcome, which checks its suitability
against some criteria. If the outcome does not match the criteria, it
is modified and evaluated again. A set of iterations ensue between
modification and evaluation. If the outcome matches the criteria, it
is selected as acceptable. If the outcome does not match the cri-
teria even after modification�s� or cannot be modified, the out-

ic requirements and solutions

Solutions Co-evolving

osal -
osals of function, concept, and detailed design -
tion principle -
tion Yes
cept -
tion -
tion -
tion -

emes, layout drawings, and working drawings -
ction, organ, and part -
an and part -
ibutes -
tion and design documentation -
ns Yes
solutions and overall solution Yes
tion Yes

ction structure, principal solution, module structure,
iminary layout, definitive layout, and
uct documents

Yes

ciple solution, preliminary layout, definitive
ut, and product documentation

Yes

tion -
ction, structure, principle solution, structure,
iminary form, definite form, and product

Yes

Fig. 2 GEMS activity model
ner

Prop
Prop
Solu
Solu
Con
Solu
Solu
Solu
Sch
Fun
Org
Attr
Solu
Mea
Sub
Solu
Fun
prel
prod
Prin
layo
Solu
Fun
prel
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ome is selected as unacceptable. The model represents a general
roblem finding and solving cycle, i.e., generate, evaluate,
odify, and select requirement or solution. It is expected that an

pisode starts with a generation and ends with a selection.
The SAPPhIRE model �16� is chosen as the outcome model for

he following reasons.

�a� One objective of our work is to understand the relation-
ship between physical laws and effects and designing.
The SAPPhIRE model makes explicit use of effects in
describing the causality of systems, thereby, describing
the role of effects in explaining the outcomes of design-
ing.

�b� The model accommodates three major representations of
function—action, state change, and input, thereby, pro-
viding a rich description of function. Physical phenom-
enon, physical effect, and organs have never been used
together in existing literature. These constructs, together
with their links to functionality, provide a richer descrip-
tion of behavior. Organs and parts together describe mul-
tiple and integrated representations of structure. Thus, the
use of the SAPPhIRE model promises to provide a richer
description of function, behavior, and structure.

Table 3 suggests that outcomes from literature can be classified
nder the generic terms requirements and solutions. In addition,
arious researchers have showed the occurrence of co-evolution
f requirements and solutions. Hence, a co-evolving model is
aken as the requirement-solution model.

The models of activity, outcome, and requirement-solution are
ombined to create an integrated model of designing—GEMS of
APPhIRE as req-sol �Fig. 3�. Graphically, the space enclosed by

he three axes in the figure can be used to describe designing.

Evaluation of Activity Model

6.1 Individual Activity Findings. The protocol studies con-
rmed the presence of the proposed activities—generate, evaluate,
odify, and select, in all the six designing sessions studied �1–6�.
n example of each activity is given from the transcribed utter-

nces: generate �D: So, what has to be achieved is that the campus
as to be kept free from dry leaves—designer defines the purpose
f the design exercise by generating a requirement�, evaluate �D:
s sweeping okay?—designer evaluates an idea for clearing dry
eaves�, modify �D: Instead of manual sweeping, collection is a
etter term—designer generates a solution for clearing dry leaves
nd then, feels collection is a more general term�, and select �D1:
ome secret code is required because each individual will have it
ifferently; D2: Yeah—the first designer generates a solution to
ave a safe and private locking system, which is accepted by the
econd designer�. Figure 4 shows the percentage frequency of the
ndividual activities in the six sessions. The following are ob-

Fig. 3 GEMS of SAPPhIRE as req-sol
erved:
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�a� The instances of activities in all the sessions in descend-
ing order are generate, evaluate, select, and modify, irre-
spective of any design method, problem, or team. It could
be argued that the design outcomes are generated first but
only some of them are evaluated, selected, and modified.

�b� The percentage of modify is less than that of select in all
the cases. This could be for either all the design sessions
were of short duration and designers wanted to accept
�hence, select� rather than modify or the implicit expec-
tation that the designers produce original rather than re-
designs.

�c� Even though select accounts for both acceptance and re-
jection, explicit reject could not be observed in the ses-
sions. This could be due to either short duration or de-
signer preference to modify rather than reject the
outcomes that did not comply with the evaluation criteria.

�d� The main conclusion from this section is that all the ut-
terances in the design sessions can be represented using
the four generic activities—generate, evaluate, modify,
and select.

6.2 Activity Pattern Findings. Table 4 shows the frequency
of the activity patterns observed in the six sessions, each activity
pattern referring to the activities in an episode. The following
observations are made.

�a� The prominent activity patterns in descending order are
G, GES, and GE across all design methods, problems,
and teams.

�b� It is logical to argue that all activity patterns are expected
to culminate in selection. However, many observed activ-
ity patterns seem to end in either evaluation or modifica-
tion. This could be because these outcomes after genera-
tion are either not considered or implicitly evaluated and
selected. Some patterns have generation only, possibly
due to the outcome being implicitly evaluated and se-
lected.

�c� Certain patterns have multiple evaluation, selection, and
modification, possibly since each designer in a team had
a different point of view, leading to different evaluation
criteria. It could also indicate the iterative nature of de-
signing.

�d� Activity patterns generally follow a sequence of genera-
tion and evaluation, leading to modification or selection.
A modified outcome is further evaluated until it gets se-
lected or not considered further.

�e� We conclude that the GEMS model �Fig. 2� is sufficient
to describe the activity patterns.

7 Evaluation of the Outcome Model

7.1 Individual Outcome Findings. This study confirmed the
presence of all the outcomes in all the designing sessions. An
example of each outcome is given using a transcribed utterance
from the design sessions: action �D: So, what has to be achieved
is that the campus has to be kept free from dry leaves, the “action”

Fig. 4 Percentage frequency distribution of activities
is to “keep campus free from dry leaves”�, state change �D: Sys-
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em’s primary useful function is that it should lock when it is
equired to lock and open when it is required to open, the state
hange is from “lock to unlock and unlock to lock”�, phenomenon
D1: So, the functions that the system will take care of are clean-
ng, loading, transportation, unloading, and disposal of dry
eaves, the phenomena are cleaning, loading, transportation, un-
oading, and disposal�, effect �D1: Because of the force of
ravity—gravitational force (D2 writes on the paper), the effect is
ewton’s law of gravitational force�, organs �D: So input is grav-

ty, self-weight, and weak link and the organs are self-weight and
eak link�, and parts �D: Transportation can be done by carrying

he bins and baskets manually, small trucks, or tractors and the
arts are bins, baskets, trucks, and tractors�. While coding, actions
ere also interpreted as descriptions of input-output and so, inputs

re counted under actions. Figure 5 shows the frequency of the
utcomes for the six cases. The following inferences are drawn.

�a� High frequency of action level descriptions is noticed in
all the sessions. It is probably because designers possess
good knowledge of action.

�b� Fewer state change level descriptions are observed, prob-
ably because state change is another way of interpreting
action and some instances of state change could have
been included under action.

�c� High frequency of part level descriptions is noticed. It is
probably because designers, in general, possess good
knowledge of parts.

�d� The frequency of phenomenon level, effect level, and or-
gan level descriptions are lower than that of action level
descriptions. This could be because �i� designers do not
know how to use these constructs while designing, �ii�
designers lack knowledge of these constructs, or �iii� the
methods used do not specify the use of the constructs.

Table 4 Frequency of activity

Activity patterns �1� �2�

G 166 144
GE 29 11
GEM 11 3
GES 49 19
GESE 1 1
GEMES 2 0
GESES 11 4
GESEM 0 1
GESESE 0 0
GEMESES 1 0
GESESES 2 1
GESEMES 1 0
GESESEM 0 0
GESEMEM 0 0
GESESESE 0 0
GESEMESESES 0 0
Fig. 5 Frequency of outcomes in designing sessions
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�e� Similar results were also reported in a different study by
Sarkar and Chakrabarti �44� on search spaces explored by
novice and experienced designers while designing prob-
lems. Chakrabarti and Taura �45� discussed possible dif-
ficulties in analyzing and synthesizing designs using
effects.

7.2 Outcome Pattern Findings. Figure 6 shows line dia-
grams depicting the patterns of outcomes as observed. The find-
ings are the following.

�a� In all the sessions, the designers start solving from an
action level description. The diagrams feature descrip-
tions from higher level abstractions to lower level ab-
stractions, e.g., starting from action level descriptions and
ending with part level descriptions, passing through one
or more intermediate levels of abstraction such as state
change, phenomenon, etc. The transition from a higher
level abstraction to a lower level abstraction confirms the
synthetic nature of design.

�b� Action level and phenomenon level descriptions also
emerge from, respectively, phenomenon level and part
level descriptions. This seems to confirm again the strong
part-knowledge of the designers—as they seem to know
how to derive the behavior and function of the parts. This
transition from a lower level abstraction to a higher level
abstraction confirms the analytical nature of design.

�c� In most cases, there is a direct jump from action level or
phenomenon level to part level description during synthe-

tterns in designing sessions

�3� �4� �5� �6�

97 74 181 98
5 8 4 10
0 1 10 3
28 34 88 73
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
4 5 2 3
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
4 1 0 3
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
pa
Fig. 6 Patterns of outcomes
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sis and from part level to phenomena level description in
analysis. In other words, designers do not always explore,
or to the same extent, the outcomes at all levels of ab-
straction.

�d� In all the sessions, the designs culminate in a part level
description but are not detailed to the extent of manufac-
turing. This is expected for a conceptual solution.

Evaluation of Requirement-Solution Model
Requirements and solutions were found in all the designing

essions. The findings are as follows.

�a� The requirements come from three sources—method, de-
signer, and problem. Figure 7 shows the distribution of
the percentage frequency of requirements and solutions.
An example of each type of requirement and solution is
given using transcribed utterances from the design ses-
sions: req�method� �D: Next step is criteria for selecting
solution concept—desired technological characteristics,
desired economic characteristics, desired timetable, ex-
pected degree of novelty, and other criteria (reads from
the instruction sheet)—the designer reads out the require-
ment specified by method �ISQ� from the instruction
sheet i.e., to generate evaluation criteria-technological,
economy, etc.�, req�problem� �D: So, what has to be
achieved is that the campus has to be kept free from dry
leaves—designer describes the objective of the design
exercise, i.e., to keep university campus free from dry
leaves, taken directly from the problem given�, req�de-
signer� �D: So, it (lock) should not be electricity depen-
dent or it can have its own battery, why not?—designer
creates a requirement that the locking system should not
be electricity dependent, however, it can be battery-
powered�, and sol �D: This is a net-arrangement (point-
ing at the sketch) and this is a vacuum cleaner (pointing
at the sketch)—the designer generates a solution—a
vacuum cleaner and net—for collecting and storing dry
leaves, respectively�.

�b� Four kinds of relationships between requirements and so-
lutions are identified. Requirement-requirement repre-
sents requirement clarification �i.e., evaluation, modifica-
tion, and selection of requirements�, requirement-solution
represents development of solutions to satisfy a require-
ment �i.e., generation of solutions�, solution-requirement
depicts development of requirements from solutions �i.e.,
generate requirements from solutions�, and solution-
solution represents solution clarification �i.e., evaluation,
modification, and selection of solutions�. An example of
each relationship is given using transcribed utterances
from the design sessions: req-req �D1: Now there is a
constraint, no physical key, no code, in the sense, alpha-
numeric. D1: I have a doubt, is alpha (numeric) also
included in this?—designer D1 develops a requirement
for a conceptual solution of a locking system and evalu-
ates it to check if “alpha-numeric” is also included in it�,

Fig. 7 Percentage frequency distribution of req and sol
req-sol �D: If humans are there, then, supervising can be
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done by cameras like its done here (points at the
camera�—designer D proposes to use cameras as a solu-
tion for the requirement of supervision�, sol-req �D: un-
loading and disposal, these are the areas to be satisfied
by the system—designer D identifies “unloading” and
“disposal” as requirements, which were previously devel-
oped as solutions for the cleaning of dry leaves�, and
sol-sol �D1: Can it be a keyboard password? D2: Yes, it
can be a keyboard password—designer D1 clarifies
whether keyboard password can be used as a solution for
the locking system and is accepted by designer D2�. The
req-sol and sol-req relationships indicate the co-
evolution.

�c� We conclude that designing can be described using a
requirement-solution co-evolution model.

9 Evaluation of Combined Model

9.1 Combined—Activity and Outcome Findings. Table 5
reports the combined frequency of activities and outcomes in the
six sessions. The following observations are made.

�a� Action level and part level descriptions have many in-
stances of generation, evaluation, selection, and modifi-
cation. This seems to further confirm that designers had
good knowledge of these constructs.

�b� Phenomenon level, organ level, and effect level descrip-
tions have far fewer instances of individual activities. No
modification is observed for effects since modify is syn-
onymous to replace and effects cannot be altered. These
numbers verify the difficulty that designers face when
working with these constructs.

�c� State change level descriptions also have fewer instances
of individual activities. It could be because some state
change level descriptions have been included under ac-
tion due to the little difference in representing these two
outcomes.

9.2 Combined—Requirement-Solution and Activity
Findings. The percentage distribution of activities for require-
ments and solutions �Fig. 8� show similar patterns in all design
sessions, less modification of requirements than of solutions.
Similar general trend is seen in Fig. 4.

Table 5 Frequency of activities and outcomes

G E M S

a�i� 520 245 23 184
s 19 6 1 5
ph 194 91 7 72
e 13 1 0 1
r 57 25 1 20
p 408 124 10 101
Fig. 8 Percentage distribution of activities in req and sol
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9.3 Combined—Requirement-Solution and Outcome
indings. For all sessions, Figs. 9 and 10, respectively, show the

requency of outcomes, of requirements, and of solutions. Except
or one session where a higher number of organ level description
s found, similar patterns as in Fig. 5 are observed.

0 A Framework for Design for Novelty and Its
lanned Implementation
In this section, we describe how the proposed model of design-

ng has been helpful in identifying an issue with current designing
hat has significant influence on variety and novelty of concepts.
ased on this and the knowledge of the integrated model, a frame-
ork for supporting variety and novelty is developed and a plan

or its implementation proposed.
Novelty means being new and original and something not for-
erly known �46� and unusualness or unexpectedness �47�. Nov-

lty is considered a measure of creativity of engineering products
47,48�. Researchers highlighted the positive effects of novelty on
he success of a product �49–51�. Variety signifies how different
oncepts are from one another �52�. Creativity is a thought pro-
ess that generates ideas; however, only a small number of these
ctually end up as innovation �53�. This stresses the importance of
roducing a large variety of alternative solutions during designing.
rinivasan and Chakrabarti �52� verified empirically that novelty
f a concept space is influenced by its variety while both depend
n the number of outcomes explored.

During designing, a single-to-many mapping from a higher to a
ower level of abstraction is expected, i.e., an action can be satis-
ed by multiple alternative state changes, a state change by mul-

iple alternative phenomena, and so forth �shown by a dashed-line
n Fig. 5�, resulting in development of a variety of alternative
oncepts. Observations in this paper indicate that designers do not
niformly explore all the constructs �shown by the low numbers
f phenomenon, effect, and organ level descriptions in Fig. 5�,
esulting in fewer concepts than possible, thereby, inhibiting vari-
ty and novelty.

To address this issue, a framework is proposed, which pre-
cribes GEMS to be carried out for all the SAPPhIRE levels, for
oth requirements and solutions �54�. The framework is divided
nto requirements exploration stage �RES� and solutions explora-
ion stage �SES�. In RES, requirements at all the levels of SAP-
hIRE are generated, evaluated, modified, and selected. In SES,
olutions at all the levels of SAPPhIRE are generated, evaluated,

Fig. 9 Frequency of outcomes of req
Fig. 10 Frequency of outcomes of sol
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modified, and selected in the order of decreasing level of abstrac-
tion. The framework should encourage better exploration of all the
levels of outcome, thereby, enhancing variety and novelty. The
framework is planned to be implemented on an interactive plat-
form �see Fig. 11 where each cell shows an activity-outcome com-
bination, the first and second matrices represent RES and SES,
respectively� to support two kinds of tasks, computer assists de-
signer and computer guides designer. Different media for assis-
tance are planned: IDEA-INSPIRE, an interactive tool to provide
analogical requirements and solutions as stimuli from a database
of natural and engineered systems �16�, a notebook-interface to
enable storage and retrieval of data, e.g., for comparison and ed-
iting, and a modeling-interface for simulation and evaluation.
Generation of requirements and solutions at all levels of SAP-
PhIRE will be assisted by IDEA-INSPIRE and the notebook-
interface, evaluation of requirements and solutions by notebook-
interfaces and modeling-interfaces, and modification and selection
of requirements and solutions by the notebook-interface. Guid-
ance is given under discretion of the designer after an activity is
completed or when switching between RES and SES.

11 Summary
This paper can be summarized as follows.

�a� An integrated model of designing based on process ele-
ments and product elements has been developed by com-
bining activities, outcomes, requirements, and solutions.

�b� Empirical validation of the model confirmed that all the
proposed activities, outcomes, requirements, and solu-
tions are present in natural design processes. However, it
has also been found that an adequate number of phenom-
ena, effects, and organs were not explored, resulting in
lower variety and novelty.

�c� In order to alleviate this shortcoming, a framework has
been proposed. A plan has also been created for imple-
menting the framework on an interactive platform.
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